Let A and B be closed operators on Banach spaces X and Y. Assume that A and B have nonempty resolvent sets and that the spectra of A and B are unbounded.
INTRODUCTION
Let A and B be bounded operators on Banach spaces X and Y, respectively. Let a be a uniform cross norm [lo] on the algebraic tensor product X Q Y. We will denote the closure of X @ Y in 01 by X Bij, Y. Since 01 is uniform, A @ B is a bounded operator on X @a Y, in fact 11 A @ B 11 = /I A 11 II B II , for all bounded operators A and B. Therefore, polynomials P(A, B) in A and B are welldefined bounded operators and it is natural to ask how the spectrum of P(A, B) is related to the spectra of A and B. In the case when X and Y are Hilbert spaces Brown and Pearcy [2] showed that a(A @ B) = a(A) a(B). Schecter Zr @ 1s where Zi and la are multiplicative linear functionals on 9'(A) and 9(B), respectively. These results are necessary for our proof of the unbounded case. Simon [13] has generalized Theorem 2 to prove that every 1 E a(~%', @ Gi!,) is of the form Zr @ la if a, and 6& are any commutative algebras of operators.
In Sect. 3 we consider the case where A and B are closed unbounded operators with nonempty resolvent sets. Since A and B are unbounded, it is not even a priori clear how to define f(A, B). We take a very strong definition which essentially requires that "f(A, B)" be approximable in norm resolvent sense by elements of L%'(A) @9(B).
This definition allows us to use the machinery developed in Sect. 2 to prove the main theorem of this paper (Theorem 4), namely, that
We remark that it is already clear from considering self-adjoint operators that the closure is necessary in the case of unbounded operators.
In order to use Theorem 4 on a given operator one must prove that it is approximable in our sense by elements of W(A) @g(B). It is appropriate to comment on the limitations of Theorem 4 and its relation to the work of Ichinose. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4 that in the case wheref is a polynomial P, the range of P on a(A) x a(B) is closed; i.e., P will not be approximable in our sense unless the range of P on a(A) x u(B) is closed. The authors originally hoped [9] that Theorem 4 would cover other cases, but stronger techniques are necessary. The requirement that the range of P be closed on u(A) x u(B) is a hypothesis in the work of Ichinose [6] who also requires that there exists a path in C\(u(A) x u(B)) which is sufhciently "close" to o(A) x u(B) and which is not too "long."
Under these hypotheses, Ichinose proves the spectral mapping theorem in the case of polynomials. It is not clear how much overlap there is between his result and ours since in any application, our result requires the construction of resolvent approximates and this requires the construction of special paths. We also use integrals of resolvents over paths, but because of the Banach algebra techniques our paths may be chosen to be very simple and need not be "close" to a(A) x u(B). In any case it is useful to have both methods available.
We will always use the letter u to denote "spectrum."
The kind of spectra involved will be clear from the additional notation involved. For example, if 02 is a commutative Banach algebra, then a(a) denotes the multiplicative linear functionals on @; if A E a, then a,(A) denotes the spectrum of A as an element of GPI and u(A) denotes the spectrum of A as an operator on the underlying space. The proof of Theorem 1 will be accomplished in two parts. In the first part, we use classical operator theory and an argument from several complex variables to prove that f (a(A), a(B)) C o(f (A, B) ). In the second part we introduce the resolvent algebras 9(A), 9(B), and use Banach algebra techniques to prove that the inclusion is, in fact, an equality. The results on resolvent algebras (Theorems 2 and 3) are the core of the proof of the unbounded case presented in Sect. 3.
Let A be a bounded operator on a Banach space X. Let 5' be the set of h E @ such that there is a c > 0 with lI(A -h) x 11 > c 11 x 11 for all x E X. The complement of S, called the approximate point spectrum, is denoted by uil.P. (4 (Ja.&u = {A I 3 X,EX,//X,Ij=l,(A--)x,~o}. The second lemma we need is a standard theorem from several complex variables. For a proof see [4] or [S] . LEMMA 2. Let K be a bounded set in C", n > 2, and suppose that f is analytic in a neighborhood of K. Iff (p) = h for some point p in K, then there is a point p' on the topological boundary of K so thatf (p') = h.
We are now ready to prove the main lemma. Let A be a bounded operator on a Banach space X. Let 9(A) be the smallest norm closed algebra of operators on X containing all the resolvents (A -A))i for h E p(A). 9?(A) is called the resolvent algebra of A.
Using the Neumann series for (h -A)-l, the reader can easily check that I E S?(A) and A E 9(A), so L@?(A) is a commutative Banach algebra containing A and the identity. Also, S%'(A) is the closure of the set of polynomials in resolvents of A at different points. Notice that in general S(A) will be larger than the algebra generated by A which will only contain (A -A)-l if h can be connected to infinity by a path remaining in the resolvent set. The following lemma states the most important property of 9(A). We now state and prove the two crucial properties of 9(A) 8 S'(B). . That is, we must show that ZI @ I, is bounded on the rational functions.
Remark. By a completely different method, one can prove that arbitrary ZI @ 1, Ed* @9(B)* are bounded; see [13] .
THEOREM 3. Let f be an AB-rational function of A and B. Suppose X E p( f (A, B) ). Then (h -f (A, B))-l E %'(A) @ 9?(B).
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. We have the following inclusions:
The first C merely states that the spectrum of the operatorf (A, B) on X @= Y is smaller than its spectrum as an element of 9(A) @ .9?(B). The second C follows from the trivial part of Theorem 2 explained in the remarks above. The last _C is just the statement of Lemma 3. We conclude that all the above sets are equal. This immediately proves Theorem 3 since the statement implies that if h -f (A, B) h as an inverse it is in 9(A) @.9?(B). Since A and B are unbounded, it is not even a priori clear how to define f(A, B). We take a very restrictive definition. The use of resolvent algebras for spectral mapping theorems has been emphasized by Hille and Phillips [5] . DEFINITION. Let T be a closed operator with nonempty resolvent set on a Banach space X. We define 9J( T) to be the smallest uniformly closed Banach algebra containing I and all the resolvents of T. A sequence of bounded operators T, ~9?'( T) will be called an 9(T)-approximation if T, converges to T in the norm resolvent sense (written T, Afr, T). Proof. The proof of (a) is a standard exercise using the first resolvent identity; for a reference see (it is also a special case of Theorem 6 in Sect. 4). Of course, the spectrum of C can be computed directly from the spectral theorem; we will check how it arises out of Theorem 4. Secondly, in the case wheref(A, B) is a polynomial, the closure is not necessary in the cases where the theorem applies. This can be seen as follows. Suppose that Ran P is not closed on a(A) x o(B) and let h E Ran P\Ran P. Then there are sequences pLn E a(A), pn + co, and G E W9 x --t ~0, so that P(P,, , 7,) 4 A. But it is possible to find subsequences, &} of {pn} and (qn> of (TJ, so that P(p, , jin) ft X. This means that there will be no operator C which equals P(A, B) in our sense for if C = P(A, B) then by Lemma 6, C would be continuous which it is not. Thus for non-normal operators and polynomials where Ran P on u(A) x u(B) is not closed, the existence of a spectral mapping theorem is an open question.
GENERATORS OF BOUNDED HOLOMORPHIC SEMIGROUPS
In this section we present two theorems which show how Theorem 4 may be applied in the case where A and B generate bounded holomorphic semigroups. The two cases we consider are A Q I + I Q B and A @ B; in the second case slightly stronger assumptions on A and B are necessary. The reader will easily see how to generalize the techniques to handle more complicated polynomials.
The HilleYosida Theorem says that a closed operator T on a Banach space generates a bounded holomorphic semigroup e-/r if, and only if, [7] (i) There exists 0 < 0 < 7r/2 such that a(T)CWe={zI IargzI <0}; and (ii) For any sector We+' = (a 1 / arg z 1 < 0 + Y), r > 0, there is a constant A4 so that for all x E @\WBfr, (z -T)-l satisfies:
We begin by constructing a resolvent approximate for T. LEMMA 7. Let T be a closed operator on a Banach space satisfying (i) and (ii). Define T, = T(I + T/n)-l. Then: (a) T, E W(T), o(T,) C We, and ll(z -T,)-l/I < Ml/l z I for z E we+' 3 where M, is independent of n.
(b)
T, converges to T in norm resolvent sense. In fact, given any straight line L C (a=\ We+r) and 0 < E < 1, there is a sequence of positive numbers {cn} with c, + 0 so that (iii) II(,z -T,)-' -(z -T)pl // < c,ji x j1--E for all z EL.
If 0 $ g(T), then L can be chosen in a=\ Wre.
Proof. Since TII + (T/n)]-l = nI -(n + T,n)-l, T, E I?(T). By Lemma 5, the spectrum of T, is just the set of numbers of the form n -(n + p/n)-l where p E u(T). Since a(T) C WB, this implies that u( T,) C WB.
For each x E c\We+? and positive integer n, nx/(n -,z) E @\We+'. In fact, if 0 < arg z < n, then r > arg nx/(n -2) 2 arg x, and if r < arg z < 2n, then CT < arg nzj(n -a) < arg z. The first resolvent formula and elementary manipulations show that
The formulas (ii) and (iv) and the inequalities on arg nx/(n -z) imply that shows that the integral on the right of (vi) is norm convergent for all X > 0. For X > /I A, 11 + II B, )I , the formula follows by expanding each of the three resolvents in its Neumann series, and integrating term by term using the Cauchy integral theorem. Since the three resolvents are analytic for h > 0 and the integral is norm convergent, (vi) holds for all h > 0. We now define (vii) F = -!-2rr Jmrn (A + I + ip)-1 @ (B + 1 -ip)-l dp. cc Since A and B generate holomorphic semigroups, F is well-defined and the integral is norm convergent (properties (i) and (ii)). Furthermore, it follows immediately from (vi) and the estimate in Lemma 7b that (viii) ll(A,~I+~~B,+2)-1-F~~~0.
We will now show that F is the bounded inverse of P + 21. Since the integral in (vii) is norm convergent, we can find a sequence of ince D, is dense in X @a Y, it follows immediately that F: X a5, Y --+ D(P), F is one to one, -2 E p(P), and F = (P + 2)-l. Thus, ll(A, @I + I @ B, -h)-l -(P + X)-l /j + 0 for all h E p(P) since it is true for h = 2. Therefore, by Theorem 4, u(P) = a(A) + o(B).
Suppose o(A) C Wel, o(B) C We2 and let 8 = max(8, , e,}. Then V(t) = e--tA Q e-tB is a holomorphic semigroup in the sector 1 arg t 1 < (n/2) -0. Furthermore, V(t) is strongly differentiable on II, and its generator C is equal to P on D, . Thus, C extends P. But, Ran(P + 2) = X as, Y, so since C + 2 is injective we must have P= c. i THEOREM 6 (Spectral mapping theorem for A @ B). Let A and B be generators of holomorphic semigroups on Banach spaces X and Y, respectively, such that o(A) C Wel, u(B) C We2 and e1 + e2 < r/2. Assume further that 0 6 u(A), 0 6 u(B). Let cy be a uniform mossnorm on X Q Y and let P denote the operator P(p, @ #) = Ag, @ B$ with domain D, (defined in Theorem 5). Then P generates a bounded holomorphic semigroup and u(P) = u(A) u(B).
Proof. The first part of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5, so we merely provide a sketch. Let rr and rs be positive numbers so that 19~ + ri + 8s + ra < rrr/2 and denote by r, and I', the boundaries of W*~+Q and Wee+*2, respectively. As before, define We need to work a little harder than in Theorem 5 in order to prove that P generates a bounded holomorphic semigroup. We know that u(p) C WelWez = Wel+ez. What we must show is that an estimate of the form (ii) in sets of the form C\W01+e2+r. To do this, it is sufficient ([71, P. 490) t o s h ow that for each 0 < r < (n/2) -(0, + e,), there is a constant M(Y) so that l/(P + h)-l I/ < M(r)// h / for all h = wt, where t = ( X 1 , 1 arg w 1 < r. Without loss, we may assume 8, < 0, . We first consider the case -r < arg o < 0. Choose ri and r2 so that $1 + $2 + r1 + 72 < 42, $1 + y1 + r < a/2, r < Yl. 
' 1 x 1 sin(r, -r3)
since 11 e--(Alwt)t II < C(r) on r, . The proof of the estimate for the lower part of I',' and for arg w > 0 is similar. I
We conclude with several remarks. First, formula (ix) was motivated by Ichinose's work [6] . Secondly, the spectral mapping theorem in Theorem 6 holds under the weaker hypothesis that Oi + e2 < 7r but in this special case to quantum mechanics, see [I] and [12] .
